Scientific Writing & Publishing

Workshop

School of Life Sciences Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi and Macmillan Science Communication

Learn how to prepare and publish high quality research papers in international, peer reviewed journals from the experts

Training Editor
Dr. James Butcher

Associate Director, Open Publishing Nature Communications & Scientific Reports
Former Publisher Nature Reviews Journals

Publisher of 14 Nature Review journals (clinical and life sciences) with management responsibility for a team of 70 editors.

Sessions

• The editorial process
• Taking research from bench to paper
• Choosing a journal for publication
• Creating coherency and a narrative in your paper
• Authorship and authors' responsibilities
• Mechanisms of peer review
• Journal decisions
• Using bibliometrics
• Scientific publication ethics
• Submitting your paper and writing a cover letter

Workshop Details

Date: 29 November 2013

Venue: Convention Centre, JNU
New Delhi, India

FOR REGISTRATION FORM CONTACT

Debashish Brahmacarri
Director - NPG India | MSC India
34, 4th Floor, Dlf Corporate Park
Gurgaon - 122002, India | Tel: +91 124 2831057
mscindia@macmillan.co.uk | naturejobs.india@nature.com
Mobile No: 9565969959

Dr. Abhi Kumar Jokri
Associate Professor
School of Life Sciences, JNU
New Delhi 110067, India
ajokria@gmail.com
Mobile No: 9810136244

MAX NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 200
(Faculty = 50, Ph.D. Scholars = 50) (First come first serve basis)

Registration Fee
Rs. 15000/ For Faculty
Rs. 5000 For Ph.D. Scholars
Please make payment in favour of Macmillan Publishers India Ltd.

*Payment_mode: Cashed Cheque or Demand Draft

In case, please send your payment along with the Registration Form

Exclusive partner of Nature Publishing Group, publisher of Nature and Scientific American

MACMILLAN SCIENCE COMMUNICATION